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Abstract
Segmental models have been used in speech recognition to re-
duce the effect of the counterfactual assumptions of statistical
independence which are made in more conventional systems.
They have achieved their aim at the cost of a large increase in
computational load arising from making assumptions on entire
segments rather than on individual frames. In this paper we
show how segmental algorithms can be refactored as iterative
calculations, removing most of additional computational bur-
den they impose. We also show that the iterative implementa-
tion leads naturally to increased flexibility in the handling of
timing, allowing an arbitrary timing model to be incorporated
at no extra cost.
Index Terms: segmental HMM, trajectory model, continuous
state HMM

1. Introduction
Conventional speech recognition models assume that speech
can be represented as a sequence of discrete, independent
events. This is in stark contrast to how speech is produced. Con-
ceptually the speech production process is very simple. A small
number of articulators move between positions determined by
the phonetic inventory of the language. Their motion is con-
tinuous, and it follows that a large part of speech consists of
the smooth variation of acoustic properties between one sound
and the next. Acoustic feature vectors are therefore not time-
independent and may be highly correlated from frame to frame.
In conventional systems feature vectors are assumed indepen-
dent from frame to frame given state, and to come from a fixed
distribution during a state (where the HMM states are the sub-
states of a phoneme). These are two poor modelling assump-
tions.

Standard hidden Markov models use Gaussian mixture
output distributions (justifying the tag ‘HMM-GMM’) and
model each phoneme in the context of its neighbours. Within
each HMM state the statistics are assumed constant and time-
independent, with Δ and Δ2 features used to model local varia-
tion. There are two objections to be made to these assumptions:
firstly the speech signal is seldom spectrally stationary (the ex-
ceptions being the centres of occasional sustained sounds), and
secondly it is inconsistent to assume stationarity and then intro-
duce gradient as a feature expecting it not to be zero. We refer
to models of this sort as ‘discrete state hidden Markov models’
(DS-HMMs).

There has been a sustained history of researchers in the
field seeking to relax the assumptions of statistical indepen-
dence and static states, often motivated by the desire to con-
struct models which are more faithful to the known properties
of speech. The systems which have resulted have often sought
to model sequences of feature vectors as trajectories and have
frequently made direct recourse to models of speech dynamics

which are most naturally stated in articulatory or formant-based
representations. Examples of approaches of this sort include
semi-Markov models [1], segmental HMMs [2] and trajectory
models [3, 4, 5].

Our own work [6, 7] has sought to construct a framework
for speech analysis and recognition taking as its starting point
the Holmes-Mattingly-Shearme model of speech synthesis [8].
It lies in the strand of ‘recognition by synthesis’ which includes
earlier published work by Paliwal and Rao [9] and unpublished
work by Jordan Cohen and others.

The common feature of this strand is that it models speech
as an alternation of stationary phases (‘dwells’) at phoneme tar-
gets and transitions between them. In order for the analysis to
be tractable the transitions need to be assumed linear, and this
imposes constraints on the feature set because linearity is only
present if the features are of an articulatory nature. The cepstral
features beloved by conventional HMMs obscure the dynamics
of the signal, as is illustrated by the first Figure of [6].

We have concentrated on the strict alternation dwell-
transition-dwell-transition-. . . but the model is more flexible. It
allows for the phenomenon sometimes known as ‘undershoot’
(and more accurately designated as negative dwell times) in
which the transition towards a target may be curtailed and im-
mediately followed by a transition to its successor with no in-
tervening dwell. It also allows a transition to be split into two
parts with different slopes (as was stipulated in [8]).

The distinctive feature of our own work is the construc-
tion of a mathematical formalism which perfectly fits the
speech model we have described. Our continuous-state hi-
den Markov model (CS-HMM) is a variant of hidden Gaussian
Markov Models described in [10], and has some similarities
with Kalman filter techniques. It is computationally efficient,
probabilistic over the features and feature spaces with which it
works, and minimises unwarranted independence assumptions.

It turns out that the segmental HMMs (SHMMs) of Rus-
sell and others can be expressed in the CS-HMM framework
and can be made more efficient by being looked at in this way:
explaining this relationship is the main purpose of the present
paper.

We start by giving a short overview of SHMMs and we then
provide a brief tutorial on the manipulation of Gaussian PDFs
by completing the square (which we view as the key technique
in the field). The equations we develop are used in Section 4
to set up the CS-HMM computational framework; the follow-
ing section shows how Segmental HMMs can then be seen as
a special case. We show that the CS-HMM implementation of
SHMMs leads to an iterative update procedure which reduces
their computational load, and that one of the mechanisms it re-
lies on for this is the inclusion of ‘time in state so far’ as a
state component. Once this component is present it is possible
to make use of arbitrary timing models at no extra cost. (Con-
ventional HMMs have a strong preference for exponential dis-
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tributions, implying that the shortest durations are aways the
likeliest; we have an equally strong preference for lognormal
distributions.)

2. Segmental HMMs
Several attempts have been made to incorporate faithful mod-
els of speech dynamics into recognition algorithms. These have
mostly been based on segment models [4, 11, 12, 13, 14] in
which a set of observations — known as a segment — is as-
sumed to be generated from a single underlying state.

Segment models were introduced to address the erroneous
modelling assumptions we have mentioned in standard HMM
systems, namely: piecewise stationarity, independence of ob-
servations within a state, and the exponential timing model.
Once it had been decided to model segments rather than frames,
a choice was seen between two ways of developing the formal-
ism. It could either be assumed that the features input to the
system had the dynamic properties required (in practice linear-
ity), or else it could be assumed that the features were chosen as
easily computable (i.e. representations of the power spectrum)
and that the model contained a hidden layer which satisfied the
desired dynamic properties and was related to the observed fea-
tures by some recoverable mapping.

In the first case there is difficulty in feature extraction: if
we attempt to use formant frequencies then we immediately
run into the formant tracking problem which continues to be an
open area of research [15]. An alternative would be to directly
measure articulatory features, for example EMA [16], but there
is little prospect of recovering those measurements from audio.

In the second case a mapping must be assumed between the
hidden and visible spaces. This mapping is likely to be highly
non-linear, but has been approximated by either a multilayer
perceptron [17, 3] or a linear mapping [13, 14].

The core idea for a segmental HMM is that given a se-
quence of data y0, . . .yT−1, and proposed state label φ, the
segment can be assigned a likelihood

P[f |φ]
T−1∏
t=0

P[yt|f(t)]. (1)

Here, f is the trajectory, φ represents the state and P[�] will typ-
ically be Gaussian probability density functions. The assump-
tion here is that while the individual observations are mutually
independent, they depend on the underlying trajectory: the term
f(t) may yield a different distribution on observations for each
t; meanwhile any offset or trend which affects the entire seg-
ment is taken into the term P[f |φ] rather than reappearing sep-
arately for each observation.

Provided that the trajectory is a good model for the observa-
tions, then the intra-segment variance will be much smaller than
the overall variance. The trajectory can be thought of as remov-
ing any trend from the observations. This is an advantage over
standard HMMs where all observations from the same state are
treated as coming from the same statistical distribution.

There are three ways of constructing a decoder incorporat-
ing the expression (1) for a segment likelihood

1. Fixed trajectory method: P[f |φ] is taken to a fixed by the
phoneme φ, i.e. only one trajectory f(t) is permitted;

2. Maximum probability trajectory: equation (1) is max-
imised over all permitted trajectories f and this maxi-
mum is recorded as the score,

3. Integrated trajectory model: equation (1) is integrated
over all trajectories f to calculate the score.

Of these, the integrated trajectory method has been found to
give the best results [12]. The fixed trajectory method is barely
an SHMM at all since it fails to separate out the effects common
to the observations within a segment; we will ignore it for the
rest of this paper.

The maximum probability and integrated trajectory meth-
ods can be incorporated into a dynamic program in the same
way. Each new observation is considered both as extending all
existing hypotheses by one frame and as a candidate for the first
frame in a new segment. If the observation extends an existing
hypothesis, the expression (1) needs to be recomputed for the
segment now that it contains an extra frame. The result is that
data points are used in computation over and over again as ev-
ery decision to extend a segment is considered. This leads to
a large computational burden, making the systems difficult to
work with.

3. Products of Gaussians
In eq. (1) above we saw that the likelihood of a segment within
an SHMM is a product of probabilities. In this section we out-
line results for the product of Gaussian probability density func-
tions (PDFs). These results become important when we reinter-
pret the SHMM as a CS-HMM.

We parametrise the β-dimensional Gaussian PDF, centred
at μ ∈ R

β and with precision P as

nβ(x− μ, P ) =

√
|P |

(2π)β
exp−1

2
(x− μ)TP (x− μ)

where x ∈ R
β and precision P = Σ−1 where Σ is the β × β

covariance matrix. It is a well established result that the prod-
uct of two Gaussian PDFs, of the same dimension, is a scaled
Gaussian PDF [18]. To be exact

nβ(x− μ, P )nβ(x− ν, Q) = knβ(x−m, R) (2)

where

R = P +Q,

Rm = Pμ+Qν,

k = nβ(μ− ν, PR−1Q).

This result can be found either by expanding eq. (2) and com-
pleting the square, or equating coefficients.

Less well known is the fact that formulae similar to eq.
(2) apply even when the dimensionality of the Gaussians being
multiplied differ, provided there is a linear relationship between
the spaces. Here the relationship is given by matrix D. To be
explicit, consider

nα(x− μ, P )nβ(Dx− ν, Q) = knα(x−m, R) (3)

where D is an β × α matrix (β ≤ α). Just as above, we can
expand these formulae and collect terms to show that

R = P +DTQD,

Rm = Pμ+DTQν,

k =

√
|P ||Q|

(2π)β |R| exp−
1

2
(μTPμ+ νTQν −mTRm).
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In the case when α = β and D is the identity matrix then these
formulae reduce to (3). Written in this form, parallels can be
seen between this approach and Kalman filters [19].

These formulae can be generalised further to the case of a
Gaussian PDF raised to a power.

nα(x− μ, P )nβ(Dx− ν, Q)γ = knα(x−m, R), (4)

where

R = P + γDTQD,

Rm = Pμ+ γDTQν,

k =

√
|P ||Q|γ

(2π)γβ |R| exp−
1

2

(
μTPμ+ γνTQν −mTRm

)
.

Care must be taken when applying this result to ensure that R
remains positive definite, which is not guaranteed if γ < 0.
The main use of this formula with negative γ is to divide out a
distribution which has previously been multiplied in, in which
case positive definiteness is assured. We perform precisely this
operation in [6], in which an approximation to the true Gaussian
PDF is multiplied into a formula at one point and the true PDF
is learnt a little later: so the approximation needs to be divided
back out before the true PDF is introduced.

4. CS-HMMs
In a DS-HMM system there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween hypotheses and states, and consequently it is not neces-
sary to insist on the distinction between them. In a CS-HMM
there is an infinite number of states while only a finite num-
ber of hypotheses can be stored in memory. Each hypothesis is
therefore required to contain information about an infinite num-
ber of states, which will be a set of states agreeing in their dis-
crete components such as the identity of the current phoneme,
the phonetic history, and the time spent so far in the current
phoneme. Information about the continuous components will
take a parametric form (in practice Gaussian). In a linear trajec-
tory model the continuous state components will be the start-
point and gradient of a vector trajectory.

Information about the continuous state components takes
the form of a distribution on Baum-Welch alpha values, written
αt(x) where x ∈ R

α is a vector of continuous state compo-
nents and t is time. This value is the sum of path probabilities
over all paths arriving in state x at time t, where the paths are
limited to those consistent with the assumed discrete state com-
ponents. Here, a path probability is the product over previous
times of the state probability, conditioned on its predecessor,
and the observation probability. We are using the term ‘proba-
bility’ rather loosely to denote the value of the PDF.

It is important to understand why Baum-Welch alphas are
the right numbers to consider. If our aim was to recover the
likeliest sequence of trajectories, we would look at the proba-
bility of the likeliest path ending in any continuous state; this
too could be assumed to be Gaussian and computed inductively.
But we are not interested in recovering the path — our interest
is solely in recovering the phonetic sequence; and the optimum
criterion for ranking phonetic sequences is their probabilities,
not their joint probabilities with some other item of no inde-
pendent interest. The probability of a phonetic sequence needs
to be obtained by marginalising (i.e. integrating over) nuisance
parameters such as the continuous state components. And this
integration is just what the Baum-Welch alphas give us.

Thus our use of Baum-Welch alphas corresponds to the in-
tegrated trajectory model in the same way as dynamic program-
ming probabilities would correspond to a maximum probability
model.

It follows from what we have said that we let the αt take the
parametric form

αt(x) = Ktnα(x− μt, Pt). (5)

The scale factor Kt is the sum of probabilities of all paths con-
sistent with the given hypothesis. This is the correct quantity
to use when ranking hypotheses, so we define logKt to be the
score of a particular hypothesis.

The assumption we need to make about observations is
that — given the discrete state components — they are Gaus-
sianly distributed about a linear function of the continuous state
components. (For example if the continuous component is a
phoneme-dependent formant frequency target θ, the formant
measurements will be Gaussianly distributed about θ). On this
assumption, if we have αt as in (5), we can update the hypoth-
esis by multiplying in the observation PDF to give us the αt+1:

αt+1(x) = αt(x)nβ(Dx− yt+1, E), (6)

= Ktnα(x− μt, Pt)nβ(Dx− yt+1, E), (7)

= Kt+1nα(x− μt+1, Pt+1), (8)

(using the results in §3). αt+1 is itself a scaled Gaussian PDF,
and by induction the alphas take this form for all time. (Re-
call that the subscripts α, β denote the dimensions of the Gaus-
sian PDFs (which may differ), with D a mapping from the large
space to the small one.)

A CS-HMM is therefore implemented as a simple induc-
tion. At each step we have a list of hypotheses, each of which
can be extended either by taking the new observation yt+1 into
the current discrete state, updating the parameters according to
(8), or by assuming that the new observation is the first in a
changed state, in which case possibilities will be generated for
each new phoneme.

When we assign the new observation to the current state
we have no need to reevaluate the effect of earlier observations
belonging to it. When we start off a new phonetic state we
multiply the current K by

L(ϕ)nα(yt+1 − θϕ, (E
−1 +R−1

ϕ )−1) (9)

where L(ϕ) is the language-model probability of the new
phoneme ϕ, and θϕ and Rϕ are the mean and precision of its
realised targets. Equations for μt+1 and Pt+1 can likewise be
given in terms of the same parameters: see our earlier papers
[6, 7] for full details.

5. Viewing Segmental HMMs as CS-HMMs
With the preliminaries complete, we can now show how the cal-
culation at the heart of a SHMM can be cast as an example of
a CS-HMM. The big benefit here is that it allows for an itera-
tive update procedure where each observation is used just once.
This reduces the computational overhead of a SHMM, making
them practical to use in more situations.

If we unpack eq. (1) then how to cast an SHMM as a CS-
HMM can be made more explicit. Taking the startpoint z and
gradient s as our parametrisation of a segment (z, s ∈ R

β),
then P[f |φ] gives an initialisation,

α0(x) = K0nα(x− μ, P ), (10)
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where K0 = 1, α = 2β, xT =
(
zT sT

)
and μ, P have been

learned by some training procedure. The expected value of the
startpoint and gradient are concatenated together into vector μ
and P is the precision with which these are known. Another
way to see this is that based on the proposed phonetic state φ,
α0 is encoding the distribution of startpoints and gradients as a
probability density function.

Assume we have a sequence of observations yt, each made
with an independent Gaussianly distributed error (zero mean
and precision E). As seen in eq. (1), we must multiply in
the probability of each of these observations — we do this it-
eratively. Suppose we have αt−1(x) and wish to account for
observation yt. Given a linear trajectory model, the probability
density function for the observation is

nβ(yt −Dhx, E) (11)

where Dh =
(
Iβ hIβ

)
, Iβ being the β × β identity matrix

and h the time spent in the current phonetic state.

When written in this way, the segmental HMM fits exactly
into the framework of CS-HMMs. Observations are accounted
for iteratively by repeated application of eq. (3). Interpreting
the SHMM in this way gives us access to an iterative update
procedure — computationally this is a big advantage.

As mentioned earlier, section 2, there are three variants of
SHMMs. Each can be reinterpreted in terms of the CS-HMM.

1. Fixed trajectory: take P → ∞Iα. By assuming that the
startpoint and gradient of each segment are known with
infinite precision (zero variance), these values will not be
re-estimated as observations made.

2. Maximum probability trajectory: update startpoint and
gradient as observations are made. The score of a seg-
ment is taken as Kt|P |1/2/(2π)α/2. This is the max-
imum value taken by the (scaled) probability density
function.

3. Integrated trajectory model: update startpoint and gradi-
ent as observations are made. The score of a segment is
Kt, since the PDF part always integrates to one.

The difference in score between the maximum probability
trajectory and the integrated trajectory models was noted by
Holmes and Russell [12]. For both the maximum probability
trajectory and the integrated trajectory model, the final estimate
of startpoint and gradient will be a weighted sum of the esti-
mate based on the phoneme state itself (giving a prior) and a
least-squares fit to the data. The integrated trajectory model was
found to give best performance [12], this is the only version of
the segmental HMM which uses Kt as the score. We believe
Kt is the correct quantity to use when comparing different ex-
planations of the data.

6. Timing models
In typical HMM formulation, at each time iteration there is a
fixed probability p of remaining in the present state, and there-
fore probability 1 − p of moving to the next state. The prob-
ability p, is the self-loop probability. This has the result that
state durations are exponentially distributed. By including the
current duration of a state as part of the hypothesis, arbitrary
timing models can be incorporated in the CS-HMM with ease.

Denote the state duration by τ and suppose we have the
probabilities P[τ ≥h] for all h. These probabilities could come
from any distribution, or from a histogram of measurements

from data. Then, the probability of remaining in the state given
that the state has already persisted for h time units is

p(h) = P[τ ≥ h+ 1|τ ≥ h] =
P[τ ≥ h+ 1]

P[τ ≥ h]
, (12)

where the term P[τ ≥ h|τ ≥ h + 1] = 1 and has been omit-
ted. The probability of leaving the state, given that the state has
persisted for h time units, is 1− p(h).

To incorporate this into the iterative process, after updating
a hypothesis to account for an observation we must consider the
possibility of remaining in the state or leaving, i.e. starting a
new state. This is achieved by branching the hypothesis, the
two possibilities being

• remain in state — update Kt to Ktp(h),

• leave the state — update Kt to Kt(1−p(h)) and update
the state components as necessary for starting a new state
under the model being considered.

The number of observations is t and should not be confused
with τ which has been used as the parameter in the timing dis-
tribution.

One possible weakness of this system is the potential for un-
limited growth in the number of hypotheses. In reality this is not
an issue, we can apply thresholding on Kt which as discussed
early is a suitable score for each hypothesis. Also, we have not
considered the reduction of hypotheses possible through some
form of state coalescence as found in dynamic programming
algorithms.

In the same manner, an arbitrary language model can be im-
posed on the system. If we think about branching the leave the
state option this can result in multiple hypotheses, one for each
possible phonetic continuation, and they can be weighted by
likelihood. The likelihood can depend on an arbitrarily long se-
quence of phonetic history, and can include dependence on the
duration of the previous state, all without complication. These
are examples of changes to the discrete state component within
a CS-HMM.

7. Summary
We have shown how a SHMM can be implemented in the CS-
HMM framework. This retains the benefit of improving the sta-
tistical independence assumptions, but also allows for an itera-
tive calculation which is much more computationally efficient
than the backward-looking dynamic program used for SHMMs.

The CS-HMM is very flexible. Arbitrary timing models,
which may differ by phoneme, can be incorporated easily, as
can language models based on phonetic history and/or phoneme
duration. Additionally, observations may be made in any space
which is a linear mapping from the hidden space. In itself, this
opens up a wide range of possibilities, for example, online vocal
tract length normalisation or adaptation to overall loudness of
the signal.
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